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When it comes to size and scale, China never limits the imagination.

Often marketers—global and local—are accused of just being

From the extraordinary ancient construction feat of the Great

out for the next buck, but we can see from this month’s cover

Wall to the remarkable growth of its sprawling modern economy,

story on “The Softer Side of Business” there is much thought

China is always associated with enormity. In choosing China

going into finding the right balance between profits and a better

to host its 39th World Congress in Beijing this September, the

quality of life for the people of this planet.Whether forced to

International Advertising Assn. did well. Not only did local

examine their strategies or doing so because of a heartfelt

organizers create an important forum for this industry, but the

commitment, companies find themselves making decisions

event underscored China’s great receptivity to many marketing

that are changing the ways they do business.

concepts prevalent in the West and intense interest in adapting them to
its rapidly changing market.The spirit of welcome was also
very much present at this World Congress; from banquets at the
Great Hall of the People to the Summer Palace, Beijing’s
hospitality was second to none.

It used to be that corporate social responsibility matters were
limited to the public affairs departments, but no more. CSR is
increasingly permeating every area of a corporation, and marketing is
playing a key role as corporations are recognizing that values such
as trust and loyalty are considerations in purchasing decisions.

Yet, the Congress tagline of “Breakthrough into the Future”
was significant in another way: China is unwavering in its seriousness
about leadership in the service sector, of which marketing and
advertising play a key role.Too often China’s sheer magnitude is

No doubt the CSR mantle is extremely complex, and there is no
template for doing the right thing, but enough corporations
are finding that doing good is a path to doing well, and they serve
as inspirations for others.

associated with manufacturing might. Although hugely important,
its strides in our industry sector cannot be overlooked.
Although many in marketing and media still grapple with
specific issues about how to gauge the right local partner, how
to export advertising revenues from China, or how to run
the Shanghai office at acceptable profitability levels, there is

While on the topic of inspiration, it’s heartening to hear the outlook
of companies doing business in Latin America that are expressed in
another story in this issue. And there are other instances throughout of
inspiring people and activities. It’s one of our missions to offer
stories of inspiration that can help our readers succeed. And we find
inspiration from these stories ourselves.

no question that China is hitching its wagon to a star in the
marketing stratosphere—as fast as it can.

deborah malone

nancy s. giges
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Shanghai General Motors launched
the Cadillac brand in China with a
spot by Leo Burnett Shanghai featuring
three Cadillacs charging down a dried
lake bed, leaving behind a cloud of
dust. A state-of-the-art jet with
futuristic female pilot swoops down
but fails to figure out the cause of
the dust and flies off as the voiceover
states: “Bold design, innovative
technology, undetectably new.”

General Motors Japan is running
a series of ads called “Rebirth
Cadillac.” In this one, the
copy by McCann Erickson Japan
states: “This piece of art
(i.e. the car) has sensuality
as one of its body’s abilities.”
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asian lifestyles
Business people in Asia are following a
“work hard, play hard” lifestyle and are
focusing on what’s important in their lives,
according to the Far Eastern Economic
Review’s eighth Asia lifestyles survey.
“People have become much more
serious about the things that really count,
such as their families and their jobs,” said
Nury Vittachi, who analyzed and wrote this
year’s Asia Lifestyles findings. “From the
survey, we can see that last year’s SARS
attack and the 9/11 terrorist attack have
significantly changed individuals’ attitudes
toward life.”
More than 1,900 subscribers in 10
countries responded to questionnaires,
asking about lifestyles, habits, aspirations, and
management techniques of business people
in the Asia Pacific region.The survey
was conducted by independent research firm
Synovate Ltd.
Key findings include:
Business people in Indonesia,Thailand
and Singapore have seen the biggest
increase in travel, and overall, 41% of
respondents are traveling more.
Japanese and Australian respondents were
found to be the least brand-conscious
when selecting a gift.
Singaporeans and Filipinos saw luxury
goods as personal rewards they could
earn for themselves.
About 90% of respondents have the
Big Four techie toys: mobile phone,
DVD player, digital camera and laptop.
More than one-third (38%) of
respondents use a digital camera
made by Canon.
Flatscreens are the most coveted appliance
across the region. 3G phones;Wi-Fi are
now at the bottom of people’s wish lists.
MP3 players and camera phones are top
on the Taiwanese shopping list while the
Thais are looking to purchase a new laptop.
Executives from Indonesia, Malaysia,
and Japan place digital camcorders high
on their shopping lists.

•

From this series
of ads running in
Japan by McCann
Erickson Japan in
which the Chevy
Blazer drives over
paper that is
folded, ripped,
jagged, torn, and
filled with holes,
it's clear that
the SUV can handle
all sorts of road
conditions.

•
•
•
•
•

Mitsubishi is introducing
the new Colt across Europe
with cover wraps and other ads
in Metro International
editions in seven countries
across Europe. Creative is by
Strawberry Frog, with media
planning and buying by
Omnicom’s Davinci Selectwork.

•
•

•
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NOVEMBER 8–9
2004 LONDON INTERNATIONAL
ADVERTISING AWARDS
PLACE:

Sketch Gallery, London
info@liaawards.com
PRICE: £210 for outdoor, print,
radio, television/cinema ceremony;
£210 for design, interactive, package
design ceremony; £380 for both
RESERVATIONS:

PLACE:

Ritz Carlton Hotel
RESERVATIONS:
instadv@singnet.com.sg
or 65-6220-8382
PRICE: Member S$98;
non-member S$180

T

L

2004
%

The Wall Street Journal Europe

Submit your events to
editorial@inter-national-ist.com

www.inter-national-ist.com

S

AVERAGE ISSUE READERSHIP OF INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS

PLACE:

Hilton London Metropole,
London
RESERVATIONS: Christine Scott,
christine@fipp.com
PRICE: £487.62 including VAT;
£464.12 including VAT for additional
delegates of the same company;
non-member: £558.12;
£528.75 for additional delegates

E

•

International Herald Tribune

PLACE:

N

EBRS 2004 AND CEBRS 2004 FROM IPSOS RSL
These every other yearly surveys measure readership and, for the first time, television viewing of
executives in Europe’s largest companies. EBRS, with a universe of 431,000 executives across Western
Europe, also measures Internet usage for the first time.
This is the 15th release of EBRS and the third release of CEBRS, which surveyed 39,400
executives in Hungary, Poland, and the Czech Republic.
In Western Europe, almost half (43%) read an international publication despite the fact that more
than half (58%) use online publications for business purposes (up from 48% in 2002). Over half
regard newspapers and magazines as the most reliable source for international news (58%), ahead of
TV (36%), radio (20%), and the Internet (18%).
CEBRS 2004 finds that Central European executives, in comparison with those in Western
Europe, are more likely to work in the manufacturing sector (61% versus 39%). Almost a third (29%)
read international publications, and 52% regard newspapers and magazines as the most reliable
source for international news.

NET ALL INTERNATIONALS

NOVEMBER 15–16
FIPP 4TH WORLDWIDE
MAGAZINE MARKETPLACE

I

surveys, studies, predictions

NOVEMBER 10–12
2004 EUROPEAN
RADIO & TELEVISION
SYMPOSIUM
ORGANIZED BY ASI,
SPONSORED BY TNS
AND ARBITRON
Hilton Hotel, Berlin
RESERVATIONS: 44-1822-618628;
asi@dial.pipex.com;
www.asi.eu.com
PRICE: Radio £525; TV £950; both
£1325. Early registration discounts
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NOVEMBER 10
IAS AND IAA SINGAPORE
SINGAPORE ADVERTISING
HALL OF FAME

N

EBRS
2002
%

CEBRS
2004
2002
%
%

43.1

47.3

29.4

35.1

3.1

16.2

7.8

7.2

10.8

13.0

2.6

2.7

3.4

2.7

0.9

1.1

2.7

3.4

1.8

2.5

1.4

1.8

0.6

1.2

The Economist

7.7

8.4

5.5

5.8

Time

4.8

5.2

2.5

4.6

Business Week

4.7

4.5

3.9

2.0

Newsweek

3.3

4.3

3.5

9.3

Forbes

5.5

4.3

0.9

1.1

Fortune

3.8

3.9

1.5

1.2

National Geographic

5.7

7.3

9.8

15.1

Harvard Business Review

5.6

5.8

2.7

3.2

CFO Europe

3.2

2.5

1.6

1.1

Euromoney

1.6

2.2

1.8

2.8

Scientific American

1.4

1.8

1.3

1.6

Institutional Investor

1.4

1.7

0.9

1.1

EuroBusiness

1.0

1.4

2.9

4.8

Bloomberg Markets
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2.5
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rising power of
india & china

surveys, studies, predictions
VIEWING OF INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION

In just 25 years, the combined

EBRS

CEBRS

purchasing power of consumers
in China and India will be

DAILY
REACH
%

WEEKLY
REACH
%

DAILY
REACH
%

WEEKLY
REACH
%

International Channels

17

41

26

59

International News Channels

15

38

16

42

Sky News

6.3

13.9

2.0

8.7

CNN International

6.1

19.5

8.4

27.7

economic transformations,

EuroNews

3.7

11.3

3.8

17.3

say the UBS researchers. The

Discovery Channel

3.1

10.5

13.0

34.7

relative youth of India’s

BBC World

2.2

9.5

6.9

20.2

population means a higher

National Geographic

1.9

7.6

11.8

37.1

potential growth rate than in

Bloomberg

1.5

5.1

0.8

2.7

China, but it also implies a

1.3

4.2

1.3

5.1

rising savings rate.

CHANNELS

CNBC

WEBSITE VISITED IN PAST FOUR WEEKS
EBRS
WEBSITE

12.7

Financial Times

8.0

CNN

7.2

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

5.5

Reuters

4.6

Sky News

3.6

Bloomberg

3.0

The Economist

2.7

Harvard Business Review

2.0

National Geographic

1.9

EuroNews

1.8

The Wall Street Journal

1.7

New York Times

1.7

Time

1.5

Discovery

1.3

CNBC/MSN Money

1.3

Newsweek

1.2

BusinessWeek

1.2

International Herald Tribune

0.9

Fortune

0.8

Euromoney

0.7

Forbes

0.7

EuroBusiness

0.5

CFO Europe

0.4

of today’s U.S.,according to a
UBS study. Despite challenges,
these two countries are
both in the midst of ambitious

•

regulation matters …
• A survey of teachers and
• CHINA has passed a ban

VISITED IN
PAST FOUR WEEKS
%

BBC News

five times greater than that

•

parents in SCOTLAND found
that the majority generally
oppose a total ban on
advertising and sponsorship
in schools. Only 15.1%
favored a total ban, according
to the survey, by the Scottish
Parent Teacher Council.
New rules proposed by U.K.
media regulator Ofcom on
the advertising of alcoholic
drinks could put an end to
more than 85% of TV ads,
including those featuring
celebrities and animals,
www.mediaguardian.co.uk
reports.The regulator is calling
for a ban on alcohol advertising
that appeals strongly to youth.
Some certain highly recognizable
logos may be restricted if the
proposals become law.A recent
analysis of alcohol ads by the
association found only 14% would
pass Ofcom’s strict censorship.

•

on outdoor advertising in
Tiananmen Square and
Chang’an Avenue, which
goes through the square.
Outdoor ads will be prohibited
from sites of political interest
such as foreign embassies,
as well as schools, scenic
sites, and cultural relics.
According to Peoples Daily
Online, the ban is being
instituted to preserve the
image of top historical and
cultural sites within Beijing.
The MALAYSIAN Health
Ministry is looking at
ways to further discourage
tobacco use including
prohibiting all forms of
tobacco advertising,
promotion, and sponsorship
that promote a tobacco
product by any means,
according to a report in the
New Straits Times.

•
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PLACE:

Westin Chicago River North
RESERVATIONS: Jane O'Connor,
j.oconnor@abmmail.com,
212.661.6360 x333
PRICE: $125

PLACE:

Le Press Club de France, Paris
RESERVATIONS: Ingrid Paun
33-68-543-27-89 or
bbw_paris@yahoo.com;
Mary L Rega 33-68-68-04179
PRICE: Member €50;
non-member €70

NOVEMBER 30
WORLD FEDERATION OF
ADVERTISERS
4TH GLOBAL ADVERTISING
SUMMIT
PLACE: New York
Katrine Lesuisse
k.lesuisse@wfanet.org
PRICE: NA

RESERVATIONS:

DECEMBER 7
IAA NEW YORK
WINTER GALA
PLACE:

The New York Palace Hotel
RESERVATIONS: iaaus@att.net
or 1-646-495-5160
PRICE: US$375 per person

DECEMBER 16–19
2 C ASSOCIÉS’ MÉRIBEL
ADVERTISING FILM FESTIVAL
2004
PLACE:

Méribel ski resort, France
Emmanuelle Le Godec
33-(1)-47-72-37-02,
www.festivaldufilmpub.com
PRICE: NA

RESERVATIONS:

MAY 22–25, 2005
35TH FIPP WORLD MAGAZINE
CONGRESS
PLACE: Waldorf Astoria Hotel, New York
RESERVATIONS:www.fipp.com

Helen Bland
helen@fipp.com
PRICE: NA
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NOVEMBER 24
IAA FRANCE
BETTER BUSINESS BREAKFAST
“HOW TO WORK WITH
ASIANS”
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NOVEMBER 18
AMERICAN BUSINESS MEDIA
B-TO-B MARKETING DAY
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new on the bookshelf
“International Retail Marketing” by Margaret Bruce, Professor of Design Management and Retail
Marketing, Manchester Business School; Christopher Moore, Professor at Glasgow Caledonian University;
and Grete Birtwistle, Head of Division of Marketing, Glasgow Caledonian University. Published by
Elsevier Ltd.The book takes a look at key issues concerning international retail marketing using
cases and examples of industry practice from various sectors such as fashion, food, and healthcare.

•

iaa world congress attracts many nationalities
Some 1,300 delegates from 42
countries traveled to China
to attend the International
Advertising Assn.’s 39th World
Congress.They came to connect
with others and to see firsthand the booming, beckoning
market that has been fueling
the Asian economy.
Attendees heard speeches
by experts on the region such
as Tom Doctoroff, CEO,
China, J.Walter Thompson
Co., and Austin Lally, general
manager of beauty care at
Procter & Gamble Co. in
Greater China, and the promise of Wang Zhongfu, China's
minister of industry and commerce, that the country will
further open its ad industry to

foreign competition in 2005.
Among other IAA news:
Michael Lee, president, Lee &
Steel, Darien, Conn., (USA)
was elected IAA president;
Joseph Ghossoub, CEO,The
Holding Group, Dubai, was
elected senior VP and presidentelect; Pinar Kilic, chairman/
general manager, Pars/McCannErickson Reklamcilik, Istanbul,
was re-elected world secretary,
and Heather Leembruggen,
managing director,
Communications Plus, Sydney,
was elected treasurer.
The IAA announced a
three-month fellowship
program that will enable a
Chinese advertising student
to travel abroad to get first-

hand experience in the
advertising business.
The IAA also announced
that the American University
Jafeer Communications team
from Dubai was the winner
of InterAd VIII, a student
competition this year
sponsored by Visit Florida, the
state tourism organization.
Twenty-seven teams from 15
countries submitted extensive
media and creative strategies
to encourage tourists visit
Florida. Other finalists were
Tayrona-Universidad
Pontifica Bolivariana, Medellin,
Colombia; CrealityInternational Business School,
Budapest; Pronto AdvertisingITKP, Jakarta.

•

a touch of drama for very valentino
Supermodel Vivien Solari stares boldly into the camera, holding
the ultimate weapon of seduction: Very Valentino fragrance. A
trickle of perfume is sprinkled out of the bottle and bursts into
flames. Spots, running in the Middle East, Latin America, and
Eastern Europe, are by Callegari Berville Grey and placed by Starcom.

•

Kenny Trice/Photonica
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inter ROI, and the like aren’t
enough, marketing is also
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right in the midst of
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dealing with the much
broader issue of corporate
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social responsibility.
Clearly, advertising and

marketing aren’t the only
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functions involved, but

advertising, in particular as
one of the public faces

of corporations, is part of

B

Y

the core.What started out
years ago as “charitable

N

A
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contributions” and perhaps
occasional public service
S
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ads have evolved into
multi-faceted programs
G

I
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touching all areas of a
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Experts advise
that companies
choose both
their cause
marketing
partners and

Altria (formerly Philip Morris) urges parents

the issues they

to talk to their kids about not smoking in this

address wisely.

television spot by Leo Burnett Co. run in the

They say when

U.S., especially since research shows that one

issues are

in five kids try smoking before they are 13.

related to the
organization’s

company, its employees, and
suppliers.
Earlier, these kinds of activities
were seen as marginal, says Adrian Holmes, chairman
and chief creative officer of Lowe & Partners
Worldwide.“Now, it’s built into company structures.”
Yet, there is still debate about whether
dealing with these issues is simply an optional
philanthropic endeavor or, in fact, critical to
the ultimate success of brands and their parent

business, a
company will
have a more
relevant story
to tell.
Companies
marketing
alcohol,

“Responsibility matters,” says

tobacco, and

this Anheuser-Busch spot by DDB

oil products

Chicago showing three Moms’

have led the

concerns—quickly allayed with

way in this

phone calls—after learning that each

type of

teenage son had a different story

advertising as

about where they had gone together.

these campaigns

The spot offers a free parent guide

illustrate.

on underage drinking.

Shell has been addressing its role in the
community for a number of years. This 2001
ad states, “Multi-national companies are
sometimes accused of thinking only of
themselves and their shareholders. However,
they cannot afford to ignore the world
outside the office and the communities on
which their business depends.”

Aiming to change the way people think about the company by engaging in a dialog about the
growing demand for energy, BP created a campaign around asking people in major cities
where transportation and air quality are public issues about their thoughts on oil companies.
This couple was asked, “Are oil companies thinking about the future?”

14

companies. And the pendulum seems to be
swinging toward the latter.
“Corporate citizenship isn’t just a nice thing
to do,” maintains Rob Anderson, executive VP
of the public relations firm GolinHarris, part of
Interpublic. “It’s a must do; it ranks highly in
what makes up a brand reputation.”
Many major global corporations are incorporating
CSR objectives and measurements into their
business plans resulting in everything from products
to programs because these companies
believe consumers will increasingly
consider CSR commitment in making
purchasing decisions. But many
companies haven’t yet found exactly the
right formula for making a CSR
program satisfy its investor constituency.
For example, Procter & Gamble
struggled with finding socially
responsible activities that would lead to
growth. But after a false start, the
company is building a successful
business providing purified water to people in
developing countries all around the world at very
low cost. A first attempt at investing in “green”
initiatives, such as recycled plastics, less packaging,
and concentrated products, didn’t improve the
top line although there were bottom line savings.
“We never really got top line growth in
market share or new consumers,” says George
Carpenter, the company’s director of corporate
sustainable development. “We [realized] that we

C O V E R

S T O R Y

As part of a multi-country
commitment to the United Nations
Millennium Goal of creating a
more peaceful, prosperous, and
just world, Brazil is the first
country to create a campaign
aimed at raising awareness of the
goals and influencing attitudes.
This first campaign created
by McCann Erickson Brazil put
the goals into everyday language
and made them understandable
to the country’s 180 million people.
The ad represents each goal with
an iconic image that helps people
The point of this series of NEC

relate them to their everyday

ads by McCann Erickson Japan is
to convey the message that IT
enhances efficiency in business
and society. With this approach
and the headline, “We also make
proposals from an ‘ecological
perspective,’” NEC aims to build
a unique corporate image
by demonstrating the superiority
of IT as it relates to ecology
rather than, as is typical, costsavings. “In our view, ecoawareness is an indispensable
part of a company’s brand image
today,” the agency says.
lives. The ad tells of “8 ways to
change the world.” These are:
eradicate extreme poverty and
hunger; achieve universal primary
education; promote gender equality
and empower women; reduce
child mortality; improve maternal
health; combat HIV/AIDS, malaria,
and other diseases; ensure
environmental sustainability; and
create a global partnership
for development. Participating
marketers include many
multinationals such as Banco
Santander, Bank Boston, Hewlett
Packard, Kraft, Nestlé, Telefonica,
and many Brazilian companies.
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were eliminating what never had value to the
consumer in the first place.”
Meanwhile, the company is also involved
in many other very different activities that
fall under the CSR umbrella, from donations
to charitable causes and health-related and
educational programs around the world to
cause-related marketing efforts. Just one
such program this fall is helping raise funds for
UNICEF in Latin America by contributing
10 cents for every coupon redeemed for a
number of P&G brands in the U.S. as part of
a Halloween promotion.
Not only is there a move toward embedding
programs that reflect corporate social
responsibility throughout an organization, public
relations and other consulting firms
are organizing to help companies get
their arms around all kinds of
activities that fall under the corporate
responsibility umbrella.
Anderson says his company can
help companies do discrete cause
marketing programs, but he advises
marketers to develop a strategic
approach to corporate citizenship
and have all functions work toward a
common goal.
In fact, GolinHarris just this fall
established a new unit called Change,
of which Anderson serves as director.
Change specializes in helping companies and
brands establish stronger connections with key
stakeholders by setting clear, strategic priorities
for their corporate citizenship efforts. According
to the organization’s newsletter, Change helps
clients “view corporate citizenship as an essential
business asset that’s baked into the very essence
of a brand at every level—helping to define and
drive brand character, express and shape the
company’s mission, vision, and values, and build
deep and lasting trust, leadership, and preference.”
When all parts of a company work toward
a common goal, this creates the best impact on
societal issues, Anderson says, and he recommends
that the issue be somewhat related to the
business. “A company will have a stronger story
to tell,” he says.
Wally Hayward, CEO of Relay Sponsorship

& Event
Marketing,
part of Leo Burnett, emphasizes the importance
of alliances with whatever strategically matches
up with a company’s core values. “There are a lot
of different causes, but it needs to be an authentic
tie-in not just a company throwing money
at a charitable organization to benefit from
a positive PR spin,” he says.
Hayward cites the Nike partnership
with the Lance Armstrong Foundation as a
good match. Nike donated $1 million to
the foundation that helps young people
with cancer and led an effort to raise an
additional $5 million through the sale for
$1 each of yellow wristbands engraved
with the the cyclist's mantra, “live strong.”The
program has been so successful, far exceeding
the $5 million goal, that there is a backlog to
wristband orders, and Nike has received an
unmeasurable amount of recognition.
According to Fred Cook, GolinHarris president
and CEO, “the importance of reputation and
standing for something beyond the functional
benefits or price points of a
product or service has never
been more important in the
battle for consumer loyalty
and trust.”
In a survey to gauge
consumer perceptions about
corporate citizenship,
GolinHarris found that 70% of
Americans surveyed said they
would begin or increase doing
business with a company, if that company had a
record of being socially responsible.
Lowe’s Holmes comments, “When you
buy a brand, you’re not just buying the product
but you’re buying your impression of how that
company behaves. I think that consumers are
including those considerations when they make
consumer choices.”
As a result, he believes companies will
increasingly think about their role as a force for
social good. “That’s going to become part of a
brand identity: this car doesn’t just drive well but
it’s made by people who help the poor. I can see
that dynamic coming into the marketplace.”

A Collection of
Socially
Responsible
Advertising
This spot created by MTV in the U.S. in typical MTV
video style supported World AIDS Day last December and
encouraged viewers to “Stick to one partner.”

After 9-11, the
employees of
AdForum

D’Ieteren, which distributes

undertook a

foreign autos in Belgium including

non-profit

Volkswagen, warns about

initiative

drinking and driving with this stark
visual of a champagne cork and
the wires that fasten it, fashioned
into a noose. The ad is by DDB
Group Belgium.

called ACT
(Advertising
Community
Together) with
a goal of
encouraging
advertising
professionals

This Delta Motor Corp. ad for South Africa

to contribute

includes a warning panel like those

to make the

seen in cigarette ads warning drivers that

world a better

even with a vehicle equipped with the

place. ACT invites

most advanced safety features, “you can

submissions,

still harm yourself in an Opel Astra, ”if you’re

such as these,

a smoker. The agency is Net#work BBDO.

to a collection
of social
advertising
included in an
online gallery
(www.adforum.co
Lufthansa addresses
environmental
issues in this
magazine ad for
Germany by
M.E.C.H. Berlin.

m/ACT) and
exhibited around
the world. In
2004, the traveling
exhibition
included 200
print ads and

In this outdoor ad in

two hours of

France by Euro RSCG 27,

commercials

Citroën says what’s in

from 27 countries

your pocket is a license to

organized around

drive, not a license to

three main

pollute. And although in

themes:

English, another ad in

“Take care of

France, this one for

your planet,”

Peugeot, needs no

“Take care of

explanation. Agency is

others,” and

BETC Euro RSCG.

“Take care of
yourself.”
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doing bad things, but also channeling resources
and talent into making their world better.
This is a far cry from old-school philanthropic
activity that has traditionally been unseen
and fairly ad hoc.
Asian governments tend to be strong and
assertive, but often lack resources. Consequently,
people often look to companies to help fill the
gap where there are social, economic, or healthrelated needs. In addition, since 9-11, we’ve been
operating in a more fragile environment for
brands that are perceived to be very foreign. As a
result, those brands are increasing their efforts
in order to build local relationships and earn
respect and endorsement at the
community level.
Asian companies are looking
at how to adopt approaches to
CSR with Asian characteristics.
In contrast to CSR efforts in
Europe that are focused on
meeting or satisfying global
reporting standards, such as
crafting declarations, devising
indices, and reporting standards
for cor porate behavior. In
Europe, this has been largely
fueled externally by the pressure
activities of NGOs and the
adoption of reporting standards.
In Asia, CSR is more
geared toward creating positive
relationships with consumers
and local communities. Efforts
are aimed at activities that

“

To market
in Asia is,
in fact,
to enter a
social
contract.

”
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In Asia, successful branding has never just been
about traditional, straight-at-the-consumer
advertising. For one thing, many consumers in
developing markets have experienced such
inconsistency in quality that they have rarely
taken product promises purely for their word.This
puts accountability front and center. A 2003
survey across Asia from Wirthlin Worldwide found
that making quality products and taking full
responsibility for their performance contributed
most to consumer trust in business.
Customers expect companies to stand by their
products. When something goes wrong, Asians
want brand owners to take responsibility, to fix
the problem, and ensure it won’t happen again.
Without a baseline of confidence, no television
campaign can do its work.
To market in Asia is, in fact, to enter a social
contract. What’s new is that this social contract
is rapidly moving beyond the promise to make
good things and provide reliable service.
Nowadays, customer expectations encompass
other areas of corporate responsibility, such as
safety and health issues, environmental practices,
and labor relations.
This moves brand building beyond just
typical marketing. It entails taking responsibility
for the way your entire business affects society,
and understanding, in turn, that
the fate of your brand can
depend on people who may not
use your products or services
at all—stakeholders as diverse
as government officials and
regulators, analysts, and editors,
NGOs (non-government officials)
and activists, community and
religious leaders.
In Asia, both multinational
and local companies have begun
to focus on the ethical dimensions
of their brands. In the future,
we’ll see that branding and
corporate social responsibility
will increasingly go hand in
hand. Companies are now using
their overall brand and a sense of
core competency to guide their
behavior—not only avoiding

significant
returns
from csr?
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customers, employees, partners and government
officials will genuinely value.
One main point:The best companies are both
looking to their brand as a guide and also looking
to their core competencies and what they’re good
at to determine their approach to CSR.
Ogilvy believes that one of the best ways to
navigate the difficulties of CSR is to use the brand
as a guide. If the brand is an organizing principle
for all a company’s activities, then its application
to CSR is a logical step.
steps for increasing
the effectiveness of csr
Commit from the top down
Involve all your assets
Engage employees
Establish meaningful partnerships
Tell your story in interesting and credible ways
Visualize
example 1:
In India, where more than 70% of the
population lives in the countryside, we see
an increasing recognition that business can and
should shoulder aspects of rural development.
This requires thinking more broadly about
community involvement. Castrol, for example,
helped communities in the Indian states of
Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, and
Maharashtra cope with severe drought, which had
crippled agriculture and reduced the availability
of safe drinking water. Under the banner of its
Castrol CRB Plus lubricant brand, the company
worked with villagers, farmer groups, NGOs, and
village councils to improve ir r igation and
promote water conservation and harvesting.
A vital corporate-community partnership was
created, to the benefit of the Castrol brand, and
it resulted in a successful water management and
agricultural renewal solution for the community.
As agr iculture recovered, the demand and
preference for Castrol’s products increased.
example 2:
The first step is to make very clear to the whole
company that responsible behavior involves every
area of the business. It’s not a communications
program or a marketing strategy—it’s about
making sure that the growth and evolution of
your company reflect the principles you have
embraced.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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“

It’s not a
communications
program or
a marketing
strategy—
it’s about
making sure
that the
growth and
evolution of
your company
reflect the
principles
you have
embraced.

”

CEO and Vice Chairman Peter BrabeckLetmathe has been an outspoken advocate of
Nestlé’s CSR vision, in the belief that it directly
contributes to the sustainable long-term growth
of the company. Nestlé’s corporate brand
promise—“Good Food, Good Life”—means
that the company goes beyond providing quality
things to eat. Nestlé contributes to life through
sports, arts, and education, in addition to working
with NGOs who are involved in nutrition and
the environment. In Malaysia, for example,
Nestlé conducted a nationwide survey on the
nutr itional habits and needs of Malaysian
children. Based on the findings, Nestlé is now
working in partnership with the Ministry of
Education and various health and nutrition
groups to improve the well-being of school children.
example 3:
Harry Hodge, chair man of Asia Pacific of
Quiksilver, believes that the trust of his
surf-crazed consumers must never be taken for
granted. Quiksilver takes its responsibilities as a
market leader seriously—its vision of a responsible,
healthy, and committed company sets the standard
for the surfing industry. Quiksilver takes its CSR
cues from its customers’ perspectives, merging
their interests into the corporate agenda.
Quiksilver has developed the sport and brought
along young talent. It also addresses the ethics and
labor practices of business partners with a program
called QUEST (Quiksilver Ethical Standards of
Trade). Moreover, Quiksilver supports Reef
Check, an environmental organization dedicated
to saving coral reefs. While the company has
received recognition from the United Nations for
its efforts, its management may be even happier
knowing that it is running a top brand in ways
that the company’s customers approve.

•

Matthew Anderson is chief
executive, Asia Pacific
& Europe/Africa/Middle East,
of Ogilvy Public Relations
Worldwide. Ogilvy PR’s
extensive CSR practice in
Asia Pacific works with
clients, such as BP/Castrol,
Coca-Cola, Nokia, STAR TV,
Unilever, and USAID.
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dale a. brill
Readying am bitious plans to attract more international
visitors to Florida, country by country

H

more of that kind of copycat free advertising,”
comments Brill.
After weathering a couple of rough years post
9-11, last year was a record year for Florida
tourism, and this year, Brill says expectations are
still on track for an even better year. “Florida’s
tour ists are still overwhelmingly Amer ican.
International visitors account for 8% of the market,
and that number is steadily growing.
“The influx of visitors comes at a time
when the U.S. government isn’t that popular
overseas. But Europeans are good at separating
governments from peoples,” explains Br ill.
“People tend to say to us, “Our governments
tend to disagree, but we love Florida.”
Brill hopes to tap into what he considers a
pent-up post-9-11 demand that he expects will
open soon, particularly
with German tourists.
Visit Florida is so invested
in attracting the German
market that it has
recently re-opened its
German public relations
office, closed in the
aftermath of 9-11.
“We’re continuing
to leverage our operations
in the U.K. and Canada,
too,” he adds.
About 1/3 of the
Florida’s foreign visitors
are Canadians. “Florida
is so popular with
Canadians that they’re
thinking of annexing
us,” Brill jokes.
Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico are next on
Brill’s expansion list since “there’s a large market
there ready to be tapped.”
Brill admits Visit Florida has “a little brand
confusion” associated with the logo FLA USA.
“People tried to make it a word and it just

How hard could it be to sell Florida tourism
nationally and internationally? After all, what’s not
to love about Florida? The answer might be deceptive
in light of international terrorism, a failing U.S.
image abroad, skyrocketing gas prices, an intense
hurricane season, and a stagnant global economy.
When Dale Br ill became senior vicepresident of marketing for Visit Florida a year
ago, he stepped into a job in a seven-yearold private-public partnership that was struggling
with political and economic issues not of its
own making, but with enthusiastic moral and
financial support from Florida’s tourism industry.
The message was already out there: Florida is
a great place to visit. That was pretty much a
thumbsucker. Brill and his staff and creatives at
Fahlgren Benito in Tampa want to make it even
more exciting.
“Florida has everything to offer except maybe
Alpine skiing,” jokes Brill, a former professor of
advertising and interactive communication at
Florida State University.
“Our creative strategy is consistent in domestic
and international markets: the variety of
experience you can have in Florida. We’ve
worked to overcome the concept that Florida
is uni-dimensional,” says Brill.
The diversity of Florida is at the heart of the
Visit Florida campaign. In a series of rainbow
colored ads, Brill and his predecessors at Visit
Florida targeted the “people who think Florida is
a beach” and “people who think they’ve already
experienced Florida.”
The colors of Florida rainbow-colored print
campaign created by Fahlgren Benito was test
marketed in New York, with impressive results,
double digits above industry standards for
being attention getting, eye catching, interesting
and unique.
It’s been so successful in Europe that a British
travel agency adopted the logo and slogan and a
major portion of the art, with Visit Florida’s
enthusiastic permission. “We’d like to see even
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Dale Brill is charged
with promoting the
beauty, fun, and fantasy
that is Florida.

S
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Visit Florida’s colorful
campaign carries a message
about the diversity of
activities the state offers.

didn’t make sense. It’s outdated and relates
to a postal code that hasn’t been used for 30
years,” says Brill, aware he’s treading on
dangerous ground.
“I know, I know, I’m the new kid on the
block and the first thing I want to do is change
the logo,” Brill concedes.
“I inherited this campaign and it’s a lovely
thing to inherit,” he says. “It clearly has legs,
but as we extend it through the next fiscal
year, I think we need to better understand our
brand equity.”
From now on, the FLA USA logo will always
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be accompanied by the true logo:Visit Florida. It
may change even more in the coming months.
The “Visit Florida” universal and global
message targets mainly North Amer ican,
European, and limited South American print
markets in slick travel publications, but Brill has
plans to extend the currently limited television
campaign—and he’s eying more South American
and Asian markets.
There are also plans to jazz up the website,
add the Colors of Florida campaign and,
eventually to lose the FLA USA concept
altogether.Those plans include making the website
more interactive and using smart technology
to tailor the website to the interests of visitors.
Visit Florida is a unique business entity. It’s a
private-public partnership spun off from the state
of Florida seven years ago.
“Gov. Lawton Chiles believed state government
can’t run a tourism marketing organization better
than the tourism industry itself,” says Brill.
The state legislature allocated a budget of
15.75% of the $2 per day surcharge applied to
rental cars—31 cents a day—about $18 million
the first year. But there was a major string
attached. Privatization meant private industry had
to match the public funding dollar for dollar
within five years.
Visit Florida exceeded that goal in 2 years and
now receives $3 in industry contributions for
every dollar of state money because private
industry got behind Visit Florida in a big way.
“We have 3,360 partners, ranging from Disney
World, Sea World, and Busch Gardens to Steve’s
Bed and Breakfast,” Brill explains. “They pay to
participate, and we leverage their buying power,
regardless of their size.”
Visit Flor ida reported a $74.5 million
advertising budget in 2003, up slightly from 2002,
but nearly 10% above the 2001 figure.
“We’re unique in the U.S. in this sense and
because we’re charged exclusively with marketing
tourism. We don’t do economic development
or real estate. It’s simply promoting the beauty,
fun, and fantasy that is the State of Florida to
international, domestic, and in-state markets,”
explains Brill.
He pauses a moment and adds, “I think we’re
doing it pretty well.”
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THE MONTHS AHEAD
By Marcelo Salup
EXECUTIVE VP-INTERNATIONAL

MAJOR ECONOMIES UP
By Nils Strandberg
PUBLISHER AND DIRECTOR

P

AMERICAECONOMIA

Pan-regional advertising in
Latin America improved
moderately during 2004 for
the first time since 9-11.
We expect this trend to be
sustained during 2005.
Why is it so?
Strategically, pan-regional
advertisers have been looking

Petrobras, the Brazilian
energy company, is one of
the “multilatinas” stepping
up cross-border advertising
with ads like this, created
by QUÊ Propaganda.
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mostly at Mexico and Brazil,
the two largest economies.
While Mexico has been
doing well, Brazil had negative
growth in 2003, but turned
around and projects positive,
solid growth for 2004, and
2005 now looks pretty good
too. As a matter of fact, all
major economies in Latin
America are expected to
show positive growth in
2005: we have not seen this
for quite a
long time.
During the
past few years,
many advertisers
concentrated
on cutting
costs:The
financial
director was
key to the
company.
Then, for
the past 12
months, it is
the sales director
who became
paramount
for quick fix
business
development.
Now these
companies are
searching for
the right marketing director:
Branding is back.
Before Sept 11, the
decision-making process was
mostly concentrated in
Miami. Nowadays it is very
common for us to talk to a
client in São Paulo, to its
agency in Mexico, the media

buying company in Miami, or
any similar combination.
While Miami remains
dominant for media buying,
real regional advertising
growth is now coming from
“little Miamis” in São Paulo,
Mexico City, Buenos Aires,
and Santiago. Also watch out
for Central America, which is
increasingly integrated as a
single market and experiencing
very dynamic growth.
At the same time, local
“multilatinas,” or Latin
American multinationals born
in the region, are stepping up
their cross-border advertising:
Mexican companies, such as
Telmex, have long been in
that game, but now we see
Brazilian multilatinas, such as
Petrobras, Embraer, and Vale
Rio Doce, increasingly active
in the region
At AmericaEconomia, we
were lucky because we started
with local editions and moved
toward a regional offering. So
we bridged both worlds from
the very beginning.
Increasingly what
advertisers request is a regional
buy for cost efficiency coupled
with local execution for
better, sometimes customized
execution. Or it can be
anything in between. And also
sometimes multimedia,
events, PR-related initiatives,
and relationship marketing.
Anything that provides a
stronger impact.
Boundaries have blurred,
old rules do not apply.
Fun times.

MEDIA DIRECTOR

T

FOOTE CONE & BELDING

Two thoughts help define the
next couple of years:There
will be no radical shifts, and
no medium has ever killed
another medium.
Points of view…
The consumer

• Lives in two universes:

The upper classes with
camera cell phones, 60channel-cable, DSL, home
computers, PDA, flat
Panel TV and video games.
The poor where phone
penetration hovers around
20%, basic TV has only
8 channels and there’s no
Internet.
Is homogenized:Top TV
programs in one country
routinely place in the top
in other countries.
Is nomadic and spends
more time outside the
home as commuting
times lengthen.
Is connected, is in search
of instant gratification, is
jaded and fragmented.
FCB asked hundreds of
people across Latin America
how long they spent with
various media and learned:

•
•
•

Media

• Broadcast television will
•
•

continue to lead everywhere.
HDTV will not be a
factor. PVR won’t exist.
The Internet needs to
find its “own voice” but
is growing in penetration
and ad spend share.
Paid TV is showing slight
increases in penetration
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hours spent with each medium “yesterday”
ALL

MEN

WOMEN

18–24

54+

FM Radio

1.8

1.3

1.7

1.5

3.4

Web

1.7

2.9

1.7

2.4

1.0

Paid TV

1.4

1.7

1.5

1.0

0.8

TV (non cable)

1.3

1.2

1.4

0.9

3.7

Other*

1.4

1.3

1.6

0.5

3.1

TOTAL MEDIA TIME

7.6

8.4

7.9

6.3

12.0

and more different media are
being planned and used,
increasing the complexity.
Whenever a single contact
can be made with the consumer,
it’s a new medium come to
life, showing the steady
strength of media and economy
in the region.

*AM radio, newspapers, magazines

A MOVING TARGET

•
•

but will grow share of
ad spend. It is a leading
agent of fragmentation in
viewing habits.
Consumers roaming the
city are creating a
resurgence in outdoor.
Convergence will
happen.Technology and
penetration are advancing
so fast that data, imaging,
sounds, SMS, MMS will
all converge right in the
palm of your hand.

Marketing

Mass marketing won’t die.
Targeted marketing will
co-exist. Precision marketing
and permission marketing
are emerging.
Programming/creative

Growth areas will include
variety/live programming
with heavy-handed product
integration; also product
integration in regular
scripted programs that will
lead to increased revenue.
The business

The ad agency model will
remain broken; there
will be no fix in the next
two years, and margins
will remain low.
Media specialists will also
remain broken with low
margins; they will lessen their
reliance on buying.

Both will strengthen their
strategic planning as clients
demand proof of ROI, and
both will also move towards
high-margin products
(e.g., Internet/new media,
promotions, product
integration, content creation).
A prediction

At some point next year there
will be an agency or agency
group that will offer an
econometric model as part of
its regular “cost of doing business” offer to clients.This will
change the game.

WINDS OF CHANGE
By Paulo Oncken
REGIONAL MEDIA DIRECTOR–
LATIN AMERICA

L

LOWE & PARTNERS

Latin America often dives in
recession here and there,
showing to the distracted we
are on no safe ground. At the
storm, advertising is an easy
target to be cut as a quick and
dirty way to balance the P&L.
But in fair weather, advertising
often early signals winds of
change. And positive signs
throughout almost all the
region show that these winds
of change are striking many
of the countries.
As an overall performance,
last year showed steady

growth despite exchange rates
devaluation here and there.
In U.S. dollars, total media
expenditures from 2002 to 2003
grew 6%, and 2004 is expected
to end close to 10% over 2003.
Brazil grew 4%, Chile 5%,
Mexico 8%, and Argentina,
an astonishing 53%.
Some countries experienced
even more strength, with boosts
in segments such as retail in
Brazil, pharmaceuticals in
Mexico, and telecom in the
Andean region.
TV is still the unchallenged
leader with almost 60% of
total media expenditures on
average in the region. On TV,
the phenomenon of the reality
show has the swept the
region, somewhat challenging
soap operas.
Cross-border business,
although small, is a growing
reality. Led by cable TV, the
industry is now seeing panregional spending in other
media, with out-of-home
companies and other players
are coming on board.
Because demand for the
best positions is high, placing
campaigns at the last minute
is becoming more difficult.
Another very impressive
trend is innovation in media.
From year to year, more

By Mike Fox
VP-ADVERTISING SALES

I

ESPN INTERNATIONAL

In the Latin American
advertising world, this question
is starting to be included on
the list of questions such as
“does Santa Claus exist” and
“is the world f lat.”
I have been involved in
the sale of regional advertising
for over 10 years and every
year trade magazines, agencies,
clients, and my competition
ask this elusive question. Every
year the answer is “it depends.”
Every year, starting about
May-June, we begin the
budget process.We speak with
anybody in the market who will
talk about their views.The
general feeling when making
this evaluation well in
advance is that pan-regional
sales will be strong.
Advertisers that have spent
locally will be consolidating a
large portion of their budgets
to take advantage of regional
opportunities. Advertisers that
have spent regionally will be
increasing their budgets. New
advertisers will be entering
the market.
As we move to October,
the plans either start to firm
up, or as we have lived with
for many years, start to change.
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This change historically
has ranged from delays in
product launches and agency
assignments to major issues
such as currency meltdowns
and political upheavals.
From an ESPN perspective,
I took a look at the past few
years to see what actually has
happened among categories
that have consistently used ESPN
in their schedules, including
banking and credit cards; auto
and auto aftermarket; athletic
apparel; consumer electronics; beer
and soft drinks; and theatrical.
Then I looked at whether
regional billing increased.
From 2002 to the present,
billing has increased.Then
I looked at how we did
compared to what we had
anticipated.This evaluation
was all over the map. For years
in which we projected
conservatively, we overachieved
expectations. For the years where
we projected aggressively,
we fell short.This drives my
finance people crazy.
Going into 2005, I will
go on record today to say
that we anticipate panregional billing to grow
compared to 2004. Once
again this is based on market
information, initial RFPs
from existing clients, and new
business. Although I embrace
and enjoy selling media in
Latin America, I fully retain
the right to change this
projection at any time.
So we can honestly say
the “world is round”; “Santa
does exist” (just in case your
kids are reading this); and at
least as I write this “panregional advertising will grow.”

MORE LOCAL FOCUS

OUT-OF-HOME GROWING

By David Taggart

By Marc Malovany

GROUP PUBLISHER

DIRECTOR OF LATIN AMERICA

W

EDITORIAL TELEVISA

& THE CARIBBEAN

When it comes to advertising
and marketing decisions
and budgets, the leading
multinational corporations are
now viewing Latin America
less like a homogeneous
region that can be reached
through generic pan-regional
advertising, and more like a
conglomerate of different
markets—each presenting
unique opportunities.
It is not expected that
pan-regional advertising sales
will reach the record levels of
1998–99, and because of a
lack of an accurate measuring
tools, such growth is uncertain.
However, because of
changes in the way the market
is perceived, a more complex
advertising planning and buying
process with a local focus is
being employed and in some
cases increasing investment levels.
This year, we’re experiencing
strong growth in sales
generating from the U.S. and
Europe that target specific
countries as well as that from
local markets. In most cases, it
is double-digit growth.
The market is evolving in
more ways than one. Not only
has the pan-regional print
magazine ad pie diminished
significantly in the past few
years, but consumption trends
are changing as well.
In the last five years, the
media share has shifted away
from a high concentration on
TV and radio and more toward
more specialized media such
as magazines, cable, and Internet.

W

POSTER PUBLICITY

When we think of Latin
America, it’s often Mexico,
Brazil, and Argentina.With
their combined GDP
accounting for almost threequarters of the region and an
out-of-home
investment at just
over US$500
million [or twothirds of the total
pie], these
countries comprise
the lion’s share
of the region.
However, Peru
and Colombia have
recently increased
in importance in
volume, percentage
of overall media
investment, media
measurements, and
accountability. And
Chile, albeit small,
has maintained a
healthy out-of-home market
for years. Central America and
the Caribbean are increasingly
viable markets, especially as
a region, although limited in
volume.The Dominican
Republic, for example, is a
dynamic out-of-home market
mirroring a tremendous
economic boom in Santo
Domingo and Santiago.
Thus, we have seen some
promising growth throughout
the region. Clients, such as
Philip Morris World Trade
and Absolut vodka, significantly
increased their media reach
and investment in the region,
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with Philip Morris almost
doubling its spending between
2003 and 2004.
Absolut has been committed
to Latin America and the
Caribbean for years.The
company continues to influence
the hard-to-reach and hip
while tapping into the vibrant
and differing local psychographics in Latin America.

Absolut greets individuals
arriving and departing Ezeiza
International Airport in Buenos
Aires with this display created
by TBWA\Chiat\Day and
Poster Publicity. The bottle
dons a sweater in cold winter
months and sprouts
gargantuan flowers in spring.

While investing conservatively,
the company puts its money
toward making a statement
where it counts.
There is no one over-arching
reason why pan-regional
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out-of-home media is
bought. However, many
advertisers believe it to be an
efficient means to deliver a
cost-effective, competitive,
and accountable service.
While the global and local
out-of-home companies have
done a pretty good job of
cobbling together a network
across some of the important
markets, a “one-stop-media
shop” has yet to take off.
Of course agency politics,
differences in strategy and
tactics on how to best raise the
bar and lower the bottom
line, and corporate philosophy
all affect media budgets.While
the future is uncertain, as it
always is in Latin America,
globalization is here to stay,
and companies will continue
to seek ways to deliver their
goods and services through
their evolving local distribution
networks. Deliverables are by
nature local as are consumers.
Therefore, while media may
be planned or bought centrally,
the interaction with the
audience is local. Delivering a
local service to global companies
is the name of the game.

TAPPING INTO POTENTIAL
By Justin Halliley
VP-INTERNATIONAL AD SALES
DISCOVERY NETWORKS

D

INTERNATIONAL

Discovery Networks
International is bullish on
Latin America. So bullish,
in fact, that we are launching
new networks designed to
tap into unrealized market
potential. As first quarter 2005
kicks off, we plan to launch
two lifestyle networks,
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Discovery Travel & Living and
Discovery Home & Health, to
appeal to the immense buying
power at the top of the
region’s economic ladder.
One interesting market
dynamic is that buying power
is concentrated at the top of
the economic pyramid, and
those at the top are heavy
consumers of multichannel
pay television. For example, in
Mexico, the top 12% of the
population controls 94% of
the buying power; in Brazil
the top 18% controls 88% of
the buying power; and in
Argentina the top 7% controls
90% of the buying power.
Pay television, with its ability
to reach specific audience
targets, is being recognized by
the region’s media buyers as
offering unbeatable efficiencies.
This is a new event evidenced
by the recent inclusion of pay
television networks in media
buyers’ optimizers.
Advertisers from outside
Latin America are showing
renewed interest in pay television
advertising in the region as
the industry matures and the
analytical and ratings tools fall
into place.We have seen a
25% increase in ad spend this
year. Movie studios are buying
advertising to coincide with
international release dates, and
U.S.-based airlines are active
in the region.
European-based advertisers
continue to show interest in the
region. European automotive
manufacturers are holding
steady, and financial institutions
are showing increased interest
in reaching Latin American
investors.

STEADILY TRENDING UP
By Gretchen Colón
SENIOR VP-ADVERTISING SALES
& BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
TURNER BROADCASTING SYSTEM

T

LATIN AMERICA

The Latin American advertising
market has been steadily
trending upward over the last
12 months, with the strongest
growth coming from
Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, and
Venezuela.Turner’s expectations
in the coming months are
very aggressive, and we are
projecting double-digit
growth across all our Latin
America networks through
the end of the year, as well as
in 2005.
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One of the major factors
influencing growth in panregional cable is the recovery
of the largest markets after
almost three years of economic
turmoil. Research has proven
to be a big growth driver, and
we have worked very hard as
an industry to educate buyers
on the value of cable through
our partnership with the
Latin America Multichannel
Advertising Council.
To maintain growth in
2005, we will need to expand
our client base by offering
innovative, creative sponsorship
opportunities beyond traditional
media buys. For example,Taca
Airlines was able to reach
frequent business travelers on
CNN en Español with a
segment providing updates on
airfare and travel policies.We
will also continue developing
successful new platforms
like product placement in our
original TNT productions
including the reality show,
“Project 48.”
We expect to maintain
aggressive growth in 2005.

•

TACA airlines targeted
frequent business travelers
sponsoring a segment on CNN
en Español (top two frames left)
and running commercials
from its image campaign
(bottom two frames left),
which was a collaboration
of Publicidad Comercial Lowe
and Imagen/Cinepro.
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japan’s women in marketing

hiroko koide
The Japanese word for wife, “kanai,” is formed

N I P P O N

from two characters meaning “home” + “inside.”
This traditional view starkly contrasts with
a modern world where women make up about half
the workforce. A belated recognition of the
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changing role of women in society led to the
enactment of Japan’s Equal Opportunity Law in
1986, an event accompanied by a fanfare of
press releases about how companies were going
to implement the new order.
Yet 18 years later, women wishing to pursue
a career still find the going hard although
Japan is not alone.
A study this April by the U.K.’s Ethical
Investment Research Services found that overall,
only seven percent of company directors in
developed countries are women, while over 46%
had no women on their boards. North American
companies were among global leaders with
women representing about 13% of their boards.
(The study covered 24 countries across
North America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific, based
on the 1,817 firms listed in the FTSE All World
Developed Index.)

L E V E R

H

Hiroko Koide is marketing
director for the home and
personal care division of
Nippon Lever, Unilever’s
wholly owned Japan subsidiary.
With a staff of about 180,
mostly women, Koide is
responsible for the marketing,
technical development,
advertising, research, and
media budgets of a portfolio
of 11 brands.
Until she was 17, Koide’s
dream was to become a
professional pianist.Then, she
decided her musical talent
was not sufficient to compete
in the world of music, and
she dropped the idea of going
to music school. Instead
she went to Tokyo University,
Japan’s foremost academy
of learning (and a brutally
competitive one to enter) and

Pride of place went to Norway, where over
21% of board directors are women. Japan is at
the other extreme; only 0.4% of board members
are women, easily the lowest score for any
major economy. Similar findings came from an
earlier study by Corporate Women Directors
International that found only 3% of 2,396 listed
Japanese companies had even one woman director,
the lowest figure of any major economy.
Though not alone, Japan is evidently the
most difficult developed country for a woman to
pursue a career.
In this series of articles, inter national ist
talks to Japanese women who have successfully
pursued a career in marketing or communications,
explores their achievements, and listens
to their accounts of the difficulties they
faced as women.

Hiroko Koide (seated in front
2nd from left) got her big
break when she was hired
by J. Walter Thompson to work
on the de Beers account.
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studied English literature
while playing the viola for the
university’s orchestra.
Though Koide graduated
from Japan’s elite university,

C A R E E R S

where leading blue-chip
companies and government
ministries queued to recruit
male graduates, finding a
career job for women was
tough in the early 80s.“I visited
more than 20 companies, but
none were offering any career
jobs to women graduates.
At best, they might offer a
clerical job or work as a
translator. Only mass media—
TV stations and publishers—
treated women a little better
but still not as equals with
male graduates. Every day I
would meet all my friends
from university as we went
for interviews with the same
small number of TV stations
and publishers,” she remembers.
“I had one offer—as a semiclerical translation assistant
at a well-known Japanese
consulting company. Even this
offer was made only because
my father knew people there.
My parents wanted me to
accept because the company’s
reputation was so high.
However, I felt uncomfortable
with the idea.”
Instead, she joined a
magazine publisher, Friends
of Music, because she felt
they treated women equally.
“My parents were very
unhappy at this, but looking
back, it was the right choice.
It really was a nightmare
trying to find a company
where there was any prospect
of a career.”
Soon she became editor of
Stereo Magazine. Marriage
followed, and not long after,
her husband decided to go
to the U.S. to study for an
M.B.A. degree.

Problems of finding a job
had been so tough that Koide
even had misgivings about
going with her husband. “I
was worried that I might
never be able to find a good
job in Japan when I returned;

best universities and that people
were very proud to mention
their universities. In Japan I
had to hide the name of my
university. Many men did not
want to interview or even
talk to a lady graduate from

president of the agency in
Tokyo, and a job as an
account executive on the de
Beers account in 1986.
“I decided to join [an
international agency] for the
opportunity it offered. At
JWT I was very
fortunate because all
my bosses were
foreigners.They
were much better
at coaching and
training than the
Japanese managers.”
De Beers was
already enjoying great
success in Japan.
Hiroko Koide (2nd from left)
with colleagues at her
first job with Friends of
Music, which she joined after
she graduated.

it was just so difficult. I had
never been outside Japan
before. Despite the fears, I
felt that going to the U.S.
would be an opportunity to
change my life,” she says.
She enrolled as a graduate
student at Boston University
to study mass communications.
“In the U.S., there were
so many women in involved
in mass communications
and so many good jobs for
women graduates that I felt
greatly encouraged. My
husband studied for his
M.B.A. at the Sloan School
(at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology), and I met
many of his friends and
discovered that in the U.S.
there were many opportunities
for lady graduates from the

Tokyo University. It sounded
so terrifying to them.”
When the time came to
return to Japan three years
later, Koide found that job
hunting was almost as difficult
as before even with her
master’s degree. “I sent my
resume to the leading
Japanese agencies, but they
were not interested in hiring
me except as a translator or
interpreter. A postgraduate
degree from an American
university did not make me
any more interesting to them
than before.”
However the international
agencies in Japan were very
interested. An interview
with J.Walter Thompson in
New York led to a meeting
with Norman McMaster,

The organization had
successfully introduced the
idea of giving diamond
engagement rings, priced
in line with the suitor’s salary.
But now that had become
a universal custom, the
challenge was to find new
ways to grow. Koide worked
on the introduction of a
“tenth anniversary ring” of
ten diamonds, which found a
role in gift-conscious Japan.
“I enjoyed that project,”
says Koide,” but I wanted to
work in more mainstream
consumer goods and became
an account supervisor on
the Nippon Lever account.”
She worked on the Timotei
shampoo brand which briefly
became brand leader in
Japan’s volatile and bitterly
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koide discussing the lux brand
In Japan, Lux means “hair” to the consumer. The positioning of Lux is
very different from other markets where it is associated more with
toilet soap. The original Lux proposition was that this was the soap
used by famous and beautiful film stars. While most countries have
stopped using film stars, Japan has stuck to this proposition “because
for the Japanese, it creates an aspirational image that has become an
important part of brand equity,” says Koide.
Many brands use Hollywood stars in their advertising in Japan. “Most
use the stars as demonstrators, story tellers, or simply to grab
attention. But Lux uses them as [consumers], who endorse and recommend
the product. There is a very direct and relevant connection with the
brand,” Koide explains.
“We try to rejuvenate the brand all the time. Japanese like youth
culture, so we try to choose young, upcoming stars. We’ve been lucky in
this. We’ve used Catherine Zeta Jones, Penelope Cruz, Jennifer Connolly,
and Charlize Theron for Lux body wash,” she says.

competitive shampoo market.
“Timotei was [Nippon
Lever’s] first real success,” she
said. “The problem was that
we [at the company and
agency] didn’t really understand
how to manage a brand for
the long term in those
days in Japan. In terms of
concept, communication, and
formulation, a brand must
keep evolving, but we hadn’t

grasped how to do that in Japan
and stuck to the original mix
without changing anything
while our competitors quickly
moved onwards. Market share
and billings declined; my
job became smaller, and
then I had a baby and took
five months off as maternity
leave,” she recalls.
When Koide returned, she
worked on the launch of
As a young JWT
account exec, Hiroko
Koide checks photos of
diamond jewelry during
a de Beers shoot.

Lux Super Rich
shampoo. Again she
appreciated the agency’s
foreign approach to
the importance of a
balanced life. “I was
given an allowance for

a baby sitter and encouraged
to leave work at 5 p.m. to
go home to my family.The
company was very positive
and helpful in enabling me to
balance work and family life.”
A year or so later Nippon
Lever asked her to leave JWT
and work for the company
itself. “That was a tough
decision,” she says. “I enjoyed
advertising, but it is only
part of the marketing mix. I
wanted to manage the whole
brand. My baby was just one
year old, and I was not sure I
could manage a new job
in a new company as well as
my baby and my family.
However I decided to take
the challenge and I joined as
brand manager of Lux hair
products in 1993.The brand
became very successful and so
my position became more
important.Then, in 2001, I
became marketing director
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who work for me are now
facing the same problems that
I faced of balancing work and
a young family. As a company,
we are exploring how to give
them more flexible ways of
working and how to support
them.With e-mail and
computer networks, there are
just so many more options
available now for how people
can work together,” Koide says.

David Kilburn

and a board member.”
Koide’s role is also
important because Japan is
a center for innovation for
Unilever in Asia, especially
for Northeast Asia. Korea,
Taiwan, and Hong Kong
all tend to follow innovations
in Japan, but with some
adaptations for each market.
Major challenges lie
ahead. “We are successful
with hair; our biggest
challenge now is how
to be successful with
skin care products.The
Japanese skin care
market is the world’s
largest, but our presence
is still very small.This
means we have an
enormous opportunity.
The hair care market is
saturated, and we have a
significant share, and so
substantial growth is
difficult. Our challenge
is more about sustaining
a leadership position in
an intensely competitive
environment. It is a very
complex and highly
fragmented market with a
large amount of innovation.
Currently Pond’s is our skin
care brand so our initial
goal is to strengthen this,”
Koide explained.
women still face issues
In Japan today, women are
entitled one year paid leave
after childbirth and a second
year without salary if they
wish. But at the time Koide’s
daughter was born in the
early 90s giving birth
often meant women had to
abandon their careers.
“Many of the women

Has the environment
changed greatly for women
who wish to pursue a career?
“For the new graduate it
is again a tough environment.
The number of jobs is limited
because so many companies
have suffered during Japan’s
long depression.Young people
are more polarized in their
attitudes—there are those who
are passionate about finding
a job, intent on building a
career, and those who no
longer have any expectations
from society and are happy
enough just doing whatever

part-time jobs come their way.
Women do have more
opportunities in companies
now than when I graduated.
Compared to foreign companies,
attitudes in Japanese companies
are still changing very slowly,
but they are indeed changing
their ways.There’s more
change in consumer goods
industries than elsewhere.
In recent years some large

Today, Hiroko Koide
is among the
highest-ranked women in
business in Japan.

Japanese companies have
been taken over by Western
companies or have acquired
substantial Western investments.
The changes foreign managers
bring about when they
restructure how companies
work are generally very positive
for Japanese women. It is a
brighter future, but today’s
women graduates need to be
no less determined than before.

•

get with the program
Though advertiser-funded program ming
has been around for years, it is now
facing a renaissance.
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Charlie Crowe is
managing director
of C Squared
(www.csquared.cc).
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The time has come to think
seriously about the whole
structure of the advertising
business now that AFP
(advertiser-funded programming)
is coming into its own.
Everyone knows that
television is the world’s most
successful advertising medium.
No other communication
channel has such mass appeal
and can give brands that
crucial element of fame.
But despite the soaring ad
share figures in many markets
(in China for example,
TV commands a 78% share
of revenue) the medium
of TV is facing a few very
tough questions.
In a sense,TV has been
a victim of its own success.
It has led the field for so
long that media price inflation
on TV has mushroomed,
much to the very public
consternation of many global
marketing directors. It has
been the instinctive choice
for so many advertisers
over the decades that the
average consumer now
sees 561 TV spots a week
(according to Initiative
Media, Indonesian consumers
are exposed to a mammoth
852 spots in a week whereas
the Lebanese viewer gets a
less exhausting 128).
And there is now a sense
that big brands are questioning

their TV budgets more than
ever before.The move just
months ago by HSBC to
WPP had more to do with
direct marketing efficiencies
than any grand global TV
objectives.
More and more advertisers
are beginning to include
words such as “personalize”

E S S A Y

will be watching TV ads
because of the rise of PVRs
(personal video recorders).
One report I read recently
estimated that around 30
million Americans will own
a PVR device in five years’
time (on top of TiVo, many
new DVD players will include
some PVR functionality).
So I think that there is
a general sense—in the more
mature advertising markets—
that TV is entering a state
of crisis.
Recent pronouncements
from the likes of Unilever,
Procter & Gamble, and

Isn’t every editorial
experience ‘advertiserfunded’? With the exception
of entirely state-funded
broadcasters (an increasingly
rare breed), every single
piece of television output
in the world is—to some
extent—funded by advertisers.
and “experience” in their
strategies, and phrases such as
“mass marketing” are rapidly
losing fashion. Other media
channels are beginning to
grow in stature. At a recent
seminar for the marketing
team of a major global brand,
we heard that online media
now commands 12% of an
average consumer’s media
time.Yet the medium currently
attracts only 4% of advertising
budgets. And recent research
from MindShare suggests that
by 2010, 12% fewer people

Coca-Cola all seem to confirm
this.To be precise, it’s not
a crisis for TV in general—
but for the good old 30second TV spot commercial.
AFP has long been the
way for brands to gain
some of the fame-building
advantages of television
without paying all the costs
(while also leaping over some
of the clutter). In the U.K.,
the Financial Times estimates
that by the end of next year
one-quarter of all TV
advertising revenue in the

E S S A Y

U.K. will be spent on
programs funded by brand
owners. Like online a few
years ago, are we witnessing
the start of the next big thing
in advertising?
One of the problems with
AFP is the name. If ever
there were a phrase coined
by a media owner, this is most
certainly it.The term says
nothing about the consumer
experience or the benefits to
a brand of creating content
or becoming more closely
associated with it. And it is
also meaningless.
After all, isn’t every editorial
experience “advertiserfunded”? With the exception
of entirely state-funded
broadcasters (an increasingly
rare breed), every single piece
of television output in the
world is—to some extent—
funded by advertisers. And
given that we do not talk of
“advertiser funded newspapers”
it’s odd to make an exception
for broadcast.
Another issue for the
advertiser content business is
that it’s hard to publicize
their achievements. In the
heyday of the 30-second spot,
agencies and clients did
everything possible to shout
about their new creative
product.There would be
screenings from the agency,
launch parties, and all-round
fanfare.There was no doubt
about the pride felt in the
hard-won ad.
Even today, many
advertising agencies send out
press releases about a new TV
commercial, hoping that it
will be announced in the

mainstream media, rather than
only in trade magazines. But
when it comes to announcing
branded content initiatives,
many advertisers move from
appassionato to sotto voce.
This is the unfortunate
consequence of good branded

to the world. Good branded
content requires a brand to
sit back and let the consumer
take center stage.
As the providers of the
information and enjoyment,
brands are the producers
and not the stars.This

this makes it hard to promote
the advertising industry’s
very own velvet revolution.
The second problem is that
this discretion may give rise
to cynicism among consumers
who may begin to suspect
the invisible hand of a
commercial Big Brother (in
the Orwellian sense) tampering
with their personal media
consumption.
However, the next 12
months will see a new
frankness and honesty
emerging between brands and
consumers. Already, millions
more consumers are
beginning to appreciate a
more enlightened dialogue
with the commercial world.
This will lead to a greater
openness within the business
as a whole. And this will
certainly be something to
shout about.

•

content partnerships. No
matter how great the project
or how effective the
communication, advertisers
have to take a back seat when
it comes to championing
the work and announcing it

reluctance to shout characterizes
great branded content
initiatives and also presents
some key problems.The first
is that pride, passion, and
success have to be whispered
rather than shouted, and

AFP has long
been the way
for brands
to gain some
of the famebuilding
advantages of
television
without
paying all
the costs
(while also
leaping over
some of the
clutter).
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winners of the euro effies 2004
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C O RaP O R A T E

B R A N D

Accenture
A G E N C Y

Young & Rubicam
New York

With the consulting category experiencing slower growth due to the economic climate, the name
of the game was to steal share from competitors. Since many companies offer similar services,
differentiation is key to gaining awareness and consideration. This campaign disrupted the consulting
category by embracing the importance of clients’ ideas in delivering innovation. Despite being vastly
outspent by its largest competitor, Accenture achieved a 34% increase in projected bookings.
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D

FMCG HOUSEHOLD

B R A N D

Procter & Gamble’s
DAZ
A G E N C Y

Leo Burnett London
A L S O

Gold winner of
Brand Revitalization

The Daz “Cleaner Close” campaign’s challenge was to find a way to reconnect this iconic, yet aging
brand with a new generation of female homemakers to reverse a long-term decline in its share. For
this target group, TV soaps were the source of escapist entertainment, and so a mini soap opera called
Daz “Cleaner Close” was created. The campaign proved a great success, reversing Daz’s long-term share
decline, achieving 6.5% growth in yearly value share. The trend of alienating younger homemakers was
also reversed. Overall, the campaign is estimated to have delivered 21% incremental volume for every
100 gross rating points of spend vs. the previous campaign.

L
O

McCann Erickson is recognized for its creativity and efficiency. The agency uses award competitions
as an internal discipline to ensure that international campaigns are effective. The agency aims to
apply creative thinking from initial product concept through to integrated communications
solutions. With three winning campaigns in this year’s Euro Effies—for Coca-Cola, MasterCard,
and Magnum—McCann proves that its philosophy and approach yields solid results.
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AUTOMOTIVE

B R A N D

Volkswagen’s Polo
A G E N C Y

DDB Berlin

The challenge was to do more than achieve moderate market success by re-positioning the small car
Polo. Contrary to the norm in the category, advertising did not position Polo as part of a modern and
youthful lifestyle but communicated its superior product qualities in a fun and entertaining way. Polo’s
image clearly reflected the campaign’s messages, and the success was outstanding. Despite its rational
message the campaign was highly liked, and market share increased, reaching historical peaks.

Toyota Europe’s Avensis
A G E N C Y

S I L V E R

Change Communication Frankfurt/Main

S I L V E R

B R A N D

Nissan’s Micra
AGENCY

TBWA\Paris

B R O N Z E

BRAND

B R A N D

Toyota Europe’s Yaris
A G E N C Y

Saatchi & Saatchi Paris
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a
FMCG FOOD & NON- ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

Coca-Cola (Spain)
A G E N C Y

S I L V E R

McCann Erickson Spain

Evian
A G E N C Y

BETC Euro RSCG Paris
A L S O

Silver winner of Brand Integration

S I L V E R

B R A N D

B R A N D

B R A N D

Unilever Bestfoods Europe’s
Crème Bonjour/Boursin Cuisine
A G E N C Y

Springer & Jacoby Werbung Hamburg
A L S O

Silver winner of Small Budget

Unilever Ice Creams’ Magnum
AGENCY

McCann Erickson London

B R O N Z E

BRAND

B R O N Z E

FINANCIAL SERVICES
B R A N D

MasterCard
A G E N C Y

McCann Erickson London
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TOILETRIES

Procter & Gamble’s
Herbal Essences Fruit Fusions
A G E N C Y

S I L V E R

Leo Burnett London

Procter & Gamble’s
Head & Shoulders
AGENCY
AGENCY:

Saatchi & Saatchi London

A G E N C Y

TBWA\Berlin

B R A N D

Lever Fabergé’s Dove
A G E N C Y
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Beiersdorf AG’s Nivea Visage
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italy
A large country that acts small and is
driven by old-fashioned values
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When American actor
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Caution: Italy may not be what you think.
Sophisticated, food loving, elegant, cosmopolitan...
George Clooney uttered
Well, maybe, say marketing experts. Just don’t
make any assumptions.
“no Martini, no party”
Family, hearth, and home are important to
reaching the Italian psyche in a market more readily
in English in a commercial for
reached by appeals to the heart rather than the
head, says Glen Markham, Leo Burnett’s MilanMartini & Rossi, the phrase
based European planner for Fiat.
Another Burnett exec recalls an example of a
captured the fancy of Italians.
campaign a few years back that flopped because of
certain “assumptions.” The agency thought a
Kellogg commercial would be perfect with a homey,
rustic Tuscan kitchen as the set.“The Italians were
horrified. They thought it was implying they are
peasants,” the exec says. “They see themselves as
the sleek, sophisticated stainless steel kitchen types.”
Italy is a large country that acts like a small
market and is driven by old-fashioned values, the
Burnett execs say.
Italian advertising and marketing has recently
weathered a crisis driven by “multiple causes”—
the 2000–2001 economic downturn, terrorism in
the U.S., and the surge in Internet availability, says
Nicola Gorini, strategic planner for J. Walter
Thompson’s Milan agency.
“Internet advertising
and direct marketing are
just arriving, due, at least in
=The Mediterranean concept of
part, to the economic
personal space certainly applies in
challenges of recent years,”
Italian advertising. A closer, more
says Gorini. He’s quick to
intimate view works far better
than the more distant camera often
add that television is still
employed by Northern Europeans.
the only way to reach the
broadest possible audience.
=Italians love stories, like the
Demographically, Italy’s
enormously popular decade-long campaign
latest
target market is the
for a coffee company that features
“gap generation” of 50–65
two comics chatting about nothing.
year-old adults. “They’re
=Italy, a united country only 150
still working, their kids are
years, is fragmented geographically
gone, and they have lots of
and demographically. “Turin and
disposable income,” says Gorini.
Milan probably have greater cultural

A Fiat campaign by Burnett caught the
imagination of the gap generation—and almost
everyone in Italy, says Markham. The campaign,
scheduled to run only three weeks, became so
popular it ran for six months. Its tagline is still
frequently repeated on the streets of Rome, Milan,
Florence, and throughout the country.
It shows an attractive woman arguing with her
boyfriend and, as she stalks away from him, she
announces she will go with the next man she sees.
An observant young man rushes to the open the Fiat
door for her with a sexy,“Buono serra (Good evening).”
“The catchy intonation became a cultural
icon,” says Markham.
Another cultural icon was created for another
Leo Burnett client, Martini & Rossi. American
actor George Clooney announces (in English),
“No Martini, no party.” The phrase caught on like
wildfire and overnight became as popular as the
Fiat suitor’s smarmy “Good evening.”
Hip younger Italians are proud of their
English-speaking ability, a departure from the
balkiness about English of a generation ago.
“Many ads are in English, and people understand
them,” says Markham.
Clever, but straightforward, simple and sometime
banal are the watchwords of Italian advertising, say
marketing execs. The simplicity that sometimes
becomes simplistic may, in part, explain why Italy
ranks No. 25 in the number of awards received in
global award competitions.
Corporate social responsibility has become
another important part of Italian marketing.
“People like to get the message without being
preached at,” says Gorini, recalling an anti-drunk
driving campaigning for Heineken that features
two men drinking beer at a café. A bottle spills,
and the dog under the table laps up the beer. It’s
only as the pair wanders away that the viewer
realizes the now-tipsy dog is a seeing-eye dog.
“It was clever. It was subtle. It was exactly what
the Italian audience loves,” explains Gorini.

^

differences than any other two cities
in the world that are only 100
kilometers apart,” says one executive.
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P E O P L E
Michael Lee, newly elected president

A N D
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BEIJING

of the International Advertising

Speakers, delegates, and guests connected
in formal sessions and at other gatherings
during the International Advertising
Assn.’s 39TH World Congress.
(All photo identifications from left.)

Assn., called on members to
emphasize the power that
advertising has on improving the
economic welfare of developing
markets at the organization’s

1 Karen House, The Wall St. Journal;
Frank Cutitta, IAA.

39TH World Congress in Beijing in
September. Lee is president of

2 Mike Wilson, The Wall St. Journal;
Cyril Pereira, Society of Asian Publishers.

Lee & Steel, Darien, Conn.

2

3 Tomokazu Jimbo, Hakuhodo.
4 Michael Karnig, Karnig4media;
George Zhao, Affinity Media China;
Suzanne Trickl, Mercury Publicity;
Frederic LaHalle, Affinity Media;
Bernard Kedzierski, K.Media.
All are members of the
Connect Alliance Group.

1

3

5 Joseph Goussub, IAA Executive VP;
Marwan Risk, IAA Area Director,
Middle East & Africa.
6 Linda Wolf, Leo Burnett Worldwide,
Austin Lalley, P&G Greater China;
Carla Michelotti, Leo Burnett Worldwide.
7 Raymond So, BBDO Asia;
Gary Burandt, ICOM.
8 Deborah Malone (center), publisher of
inter national ist, is surrounded by
executives from BE International:
(from left) Sunil Gupta, Devraj Basu,
Malone, Bashab Sarkar, Shadi Bteddini.

4 5
66 7

9 Adrian Vickers, AMD/BBDO,
Angus Grieve, IAA UK.

9

8
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11

10
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10 John Harlow, Naked Communications.
11 Pherosa Bilimoria, Business India Group;
Piyush Pandey, Ogilvy & Mather India.
12 Takafumi Hotta and Keiichi Nakamura,
both Dentsu.
13 Tateo Mataki, President & CEO of Dentsu.
14 Dentsu Booth.
15 Olivier de Montchenu, Euronews;
Matthew Farrar, Mercury Publicity.
16 Shuh Xuezhi,
China Advertising Association.
17 David Hanger, Economist; Heather
Leembruggen, Communications Plus.

12

18 Zhang Zeman, IAA China Chapter; Yang
Peiqing, China Advertising Association.

13

15
14

16

17

18
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NEAR COLOMBO, SRI LANKA
David Kilburn (top), inter national ist Asia contributing writer, participates in a ceremony
combining Sri Lankan and South Korean traditions in honor of a newly produced white tea called
Kilburn Imperial, which he is purchasing for his Tea Museum specialty tea and herbal business in
Seoul. Above, he and his wife, Jade, stand behind two Buddhist priets, who also participated.

NEW YORK

Reviewing Media Research

Winners of the 9TH Annual Creative
Excellence in Business Advertising (CEBA)
Awards, presented by American Business
Media, accept their honors.
(Top photo) Alfredo Rossi and Mark
Drossman, OgilvyOne Worldwide, won the
Grand CEBA Award for a campaign for
insurance firm FM Global.

NEW YORK
Representatives from major
European media research studies
discuss findings at a New York
chapter IAA meeting: Simon Baty,
IPSOS-RSL; David Lucas, IPSOS-RSL;
Reinier Schaper, Interview-NSS.

50
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(Middle photo) Tom Carroll, TBWA
Worldwide, accepts the VNU Lifetime
Achievement Award from Michael
Marchesano, VNU Business Media.
(Bottom photo) Colangelo Synergy
Marketing, represented by Bob Terry,
Mike Mancini, and Ben Applebaum,
won a CEBA Award for an Altoids ad.

Send your suggestions for people whose careers have taken them around the world to editorial@inter-national-ist.com.
1995 HONG KONG
Grey Worldwide

1985 WASHINGTON, D.C.
Various policy/advocacy positions in government and private sector
1993 WASHINGTON, D.C.
Kraft Foods North America

2002 RYE BROOK, NEW YORK
Kraft Foods

1999 BRUSSELS/NEW YORK
Kraft Foods International

1999 NEW YORK
Publicis Groupe/Saatchi & Saatchi

1997 NEW YORK
Turner Broadcasting System International

Rye Brook, New York Kraft Foods, VP-Public Affairs (President, World Federation of Advertisers)

1989 NEW YORK
Backer Spielvogel Bates

Star, Executive VP-Advertising Sales

1993 BEIJING
D’Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles

1992 BRUSSELS
D’Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles

1989 NEW YORK
D’Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles

1987 NEW YORK
Tim Love Advertising
1986 NEW YORK
Saatchi & Saatchi

Hong Kong

C A R O T H E R S

Paul E.

O L T C H I C K

Bruce.

1990 NEW YORK
Turner Sports

2004 SINGAPORE
Grey Global Group

T R A C K

2004 HONG KONG
Star

2004 TOKYO
TBWA Worldwide and G1

2003 NEW YORK
Turner Entertainment Ad Sales & Marketing, Turner Sports

2001 LONDON
Nokia

1997 SINGAPORE
Nokia Asia Pacific

1994 NEW YORK
Turner Broadcasting International Sales

Tokyo TBWA Worldwide, President, Global Clients, and G1 Worldwide, President, Co-Chairman

1972 NEW YORK
Dancer Fitzgerald Sample

L O V E

Tim

1985 NEW YORK
CableNetworks

1986 NEW YORK
Turner Entertainment Networks

New York Turner Entertainment Ad Sales & Marketing and Turner Sports, President

1984 NEW YORK
SSC&B

L E V Y

David

1990 AUCKLAND
1993 SYDNEY
Dick Smith Electronics New Zealand
Nokia Australia

1992 AUCKLAND
Celcom

Singapore Grey Global Group SEA, Senior VP

1986 BEDFORD (U.K.)
Granada TV & Video

M U L H O L L A N D

Phil

C A R E E R

h u b c u l t u r e . c o m
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S I N G A P O R E
P E R F E C T - L A H
T O T A L L Y

singapore today
But it’s here now and with the
addition of two gigantic upsidedown wicker baskets that serve
as the new performing arts
center, Singapore is a very modern,
attractive place filled with
culture and vibrancy, if still a
bit humid in the afternoons.
Which makes it in local lingo,
totally perfect-lah! So people
are flocking in, and everyone
has a bit of business to do in
this hub for technology and
media as well as spiritual home
of the rice noodle.
nice flowers
Sure, it’s been called an
authoritarian state with little hope
for democracy, but in defense of
the superstate, please note that
chewing gum is now legal under
certain guidelines.
On arrival, the benefits of a
two-person-planning commission
are in evidence: Singapore’s
Changi airport is so nice and fun
to hang out in that it belies its
true use. Of particular note are
the occasional DHL men who
set up shop near the duty-free
area. It is actually possible to do
your shopping, from Lacoste to
laptop, pack, ship, and send
everything home. That’s power
shopping, the Singapore way.
After customs, you’ll see
the orchid sellers before you get
to the taxi queue. Then a taxi
will whisk you away at exactly
the speed limit (not over),
down a beautiful highway lined
with flowers and trees evenly
spaced to eternity for exactly
S$35 or so. Ahhh, central planning.
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off to sleep
There are many nice hotels, and
tourism is probably the biggest
industry after park maintenance.
Nothing quite beats slipping into
the octagon tubs at the Ritz
Carlton Singapore and melting
away as you look like a young
prince out over the city at
twilight. So high up, and with a
beautiful view from any room,
the Ritz Carlton Singapore is still
the power spot in town, even
after the boutique boom and the
renovations at the Westin and
all that. Laps in the pool are nice
too, a waterfall sprinkling gently
at your heels.
RITZ CARLTON SINGAPORE
7 Raffles Avenue
65-6-337-8888
If you are looking for a hotel
with a fun scene, it is probably
the Fullerton, which has a
lively bar in the lobby and is
located across from a few cool
night-spots along the harbor.
However, if you stay here, it is
imperative to insist on an
outward facing room, as the ones
facing inward are like coffins.
FULLERTON HOTEL
One Fullerton Square
65-6733-8388
doing things
There are four things to do in
Singapore, in any order: 1. Iced
mocha from any Coffee Bean,
2. iced tea at the Raffles Center,
after you've been shopping for
discounted digital equipment,
3. glass of Sancerre with ice as
you sit with your client at an
outdoor café in the Esplanade,
laughing at how easy the media

buy was, 4. iced Mojitos at
Thumper Nightclub once you
realize your competitors undercut
you on the reverse auction
SMS bid that went out while
you were at the Esplanade.
All this drinking is because
Singapore is very hot, and after
walking approximately seven
steps your kidneys will fall out
from overwork because you

Little India and Beach Road for
great drop-in places—there are
so many good ones because the
city is rather divided into culinary
districts, and these reflect the
multi-ethnic flavor of the city.
MEZZA9
Grand Hyatt Singapore
10-12 Scotts Road
65-738-1234
going out
One thing about living in a
tropical city-state with a young
population dying for some great
beats is that an interesting
club scene has developed. The
Sing & Bore karaoke nights of
the ‘90s have been replaced
Esplanade Theatres
on the Bay, which
opened in 2002, houses
a new performing
arts center.

have already sweated out seven
gallons of iced tea.
Once you are hydrated, it
pays to eat, and Singapore has
a lot to offer. The international
food is okay, but what could be
more fun than sitting on a plastic
stool in a hawker market?
Clarke Quay has the best satay
in the city, and there’s quite a
scene at the Lau Pa Sat Hawker
Center, near Raffles Place. Many
stalls are open until very late.
Should you require something
a bit more sophisticated than a
plastic spoon and service with a
toothy smile, try a business
lunch at mezza9 at the Grand
Hyatt. It features very crunchy
bread sticks with vaguely
authentic Italian food. In the
evening try the areas around

with an internationally recognized
line up of DJs and venues that
beat almost any place in Asia
for innovation and a cool scene.
Thumper is one of the
places of the moment, featuring
a smoke-free zone. We hear the
acid jazz is good.
THUMPER
Goodwood Park Hotel
22 Scott’s Road
It's hard not to take pictures
in Singapore, if only to e-mail
them to the urban planners in
your home country crying,“see
what you could have done!” But
life is a trade; perfect cities like
Singapore can’t last forever. One
of these days a flower
will wilt, some gum will get left
on the sidewalk, and it will be
all over. Go now.

www.hubculture.com is in the know on the places where
members of the global society stay, eat, shop, and play.
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Remember when the teacher would make you draw pictures of
the city? And you imagined the city big and bright, with tall buildings
and post-modern public art that served little point? It had mighty
skyscrapers and big bridges spanning waters of sublime blue, bullet
trains gliding in and out of gleaming glass stations. No?
That's because they hadn't built Singapore yet.

